
Words for Oklahoma Comprehensive

Oklahoma Motto Declaration: Hard work conquers all things. We work to win and

prosper as yielded to God and are in total obedience.

7-24-07

Chuck:  Lord we thank You right now that circles of fire are forming.  There is movement and You

are redirecting the traffic.  You are creating traffic circles of fire in nations, in China, Hong Kong,

in Taiwan, in Thailand.  We speak to Central America and say, “You are being reconnected.”

Bring the fire of God from South America through Panama, in through Central America and

Mexico and decree that Texas is beginning to change and God’s people are rising up.  Now

connect all the way through Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Minnesota, up into Canada.  Decree that

Canada will now come out of its human reasoning and begin to experience Kingdom life.

12-31-09

Chuck – “Watch for Arkansas will become a sign of the upturn and the turning upside down of
the land.  From Arkansas I will uproot Freemasonry.  The eye that has released watchers
throughout the land will now be as a sign upturned.  In eastern Oklahoma get ready for those in
Arkansas will run to find My Spirit and My help from you.  Gather; gather; gather in from
Arkansas those who hunger to know Me.  My glory will fall in eastern Oklahoma and the
Cherokee nation will begin to rejoice and be heard again throughout the land.  This is a time
that I am blowing revolutionary seeds from heaven.  You have thought America and nations of
the earth had lost its Kingdom revolution but heaven has kept those seeds for now.  When I
re-pollinate the earth with these revolutionary seeds, you will see revolution change nations.”

4-10-10

Chuck Pierce: There's something bound here in Oklahoma.  It's bound here because the dream

of what this land was about was captured and, Lord, we break off every

covenant spirit that has floated through the air, covenant breaking spirit

that is stopping and causing dreams to be robbed.  Father, we say that the

robbing spirit that's robbing these dreams, we say right now, be gone in

Jesus' name.

7-10-10



Chuck:  “There’s an awakening coming to the ground of Washington state and Oregon state.
There’s an awakening coming to the northern portion of Oklahoma.  There’s an awakening
coming in the St. Louis region.  There’s an awakening coming across northern New York.  There
is an awakening and a shaking that is causing the earth to say, ‘What died last season, life is
beginning to spring.’”
“Mexico and Peru will awaken.  Taiwan will come alive.  Singapore will sing from the shaking.
North Dakota and South Dakota will say, ‘We have life in this ground.’  Parts of Russia and parts
of eastern nations will say, ‘No longer will death hold us.’  Shake it.  Shake life loose.  The land
will move.  Hear the land move.  Hear the sounds of the land moving.”

7-11-10

Chuck: Listen to the new sound. One generation is weeping and the next generation is rejoicing.
When these sounds mix the ground comes alive.  The quaking in the ground this month is a sign
in a region where death was and is now coming to life.  Awakenings will occur in Washington
State, Oregon, Northern Oklahoma, St. Louis, Northern New York – shaking – the earth is saying,
“Life is springing up from what died last season.”

8-5-12

Chuck - Now I want you to point north with me, toward Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska especially

Nebraska, Iowa, Wyoming, Lord, I see a double blood line Your asking us to draw from Nebraska.

Lord, we decree a bloodline is being set so that the weather patterns can change in the

Nebraska, Iowa area there and come down through and begin to bring in a refreshing.  Lord, we

say every word over Colorado that has created a blockade in the atmosphere we speak to you

right now and we say bust up in Jesus Name.

6-2-13

Chuck Pierce: Now I want you to turn to the North and I want you to point at

Oklahoma and I want you to decree that the weather pattern now change over Oklahoma.

Lord we cry and we say mercy to redirect the weather pattern.  Father we say right now that

cry that is there from the past seasons will lift.  We decree right now that Your mercy will

come in and we say let the wind of Your Spirit come in and blow gently across Oklahoma!

6-22-13

John Dickson: (Speaking) Now I prophesy into the sound that God has put into each State and
even as I am speaking this I am seeing the sounds that come up out of Louisiana.  The sounds
that come up out of Oklahoma, the sounds that come up out of Texas, the sounds that come
up the sound the music sounds that come up out of Illinois, the Chicago sound.  The sounds
that come up out of New York, the sounds that come up out of Alabama, the sounds that



come up out of California and you mentioned these States there are sounds that come into
your consciousness the music that has come forth from there.
Father we pray that the music that has come forth and the sounds that has come forth in each

State Lord God, in Hawaii and Alaska Lord God.  Even though there might have been

perverted when they came into the earth Lord but it doesn’t make any difference we take

those sounds and we say those sound came from the heart of God, those sounds came from

the heart of God and they are not the devil’s sounds even though they were played in the bars

and they were played in the religious ceremonies of whatever Lord God.  We say there are

God’s sounds and we call them to come together as tributaries coming into a confluence of a

mighty River, mighty River of sound let them come.

6-30-13 OKC

Chuck: I say though the winds have touched and touched again and caused destruction in the

land I say here in Oklahoma the land is coming in to healing and you will have authority to cause

the winds to evaporate back up into the heavens. I will change the way you rule the elements in

the coming year. Then in the next year I will cause the grace that has been stopped from

moving freely in My people to be released in a new way. Not only will salvation come, not only

will sinners cry out, but I say to you healings will come in a new way for the headship of My rule

is coming into territories in a new way.

I say in the third year you will restake the ground. This time you will determine which cities I

have aligned to visit. For I say if you are moving with Me 10 cities will fall under the power of

My Spirit. So I say go back and look at the east for there will be a gathering there that releases

My glory. I say to the city of Lawton in Oklahoma you must know that I am putting you on call

this day therefore in the midst of the changes that are coming and the movement that will

come out of Lawton I say to you, you must fall under My power and My Spirit must begin to

move.

And they overcame him by the Blood of the Lamb. I say in Oklahoma as Passover sweeps

through Oklahoma My Blood will cause the bloodshed that still dwells in recesses of the land

and in the rivers to begin to be satisfied and come back into a reconciliation with Me. I say if

you will cry out and move with Me now and allow Me to set a new movement in place now I

will begin to cause a peace to fall on this land. For this land My eye is now on and out of this

land a movement for this nation will now shift. I say to you I’m changing the borders and the

boundaries, as you have known them. I am going to cause this movement to go over and into

new borders and new boundaries.

7-1-13

Chuck Pierce: Oklahoma - if you could ever break through in the right place it would change the
course of the nation. 



12-15-13 Tahlequah

I came because God prophesied that the glory would come our of the eastern Oklahoma and be

released to an entire nation.

We decree the glory would come forth that has been held up in this nation, that is now being

realigned back into Jerusalem, we say the glory that has been held up even from Thanksgiving

to Thanksgiving to Thanksgiving, now, Lord we give thanks that the door of glory is now opening

up in this nation again.

3-30-14

Chuck Pierce: And the shakings of the land are a sign for what will come forth for the land

must give up what it’s held back in days ahead.  And the voice that’s been captured in the

land I say will arise and be satisfied.  I will shake across Oklahoma and I will shake across and

into Arkansas and I will shake into Missouri and even that Arch will become a doorway for

this Nation.  I say to you the changes are happening now!

10-29-14

Chuck Pierce: It means that there were still these openings even though they had

made so much headway. There were still these tremendous openings, I’ll share more on this

tomorrow; that was allowing the enemy to come in and try to stop them from completing the

task.  I think that’s where we are; I think that’s where we are in our Nation.  I think we have

seen a door open and we’ve gone in but we haven’t got the doors there but we haven’t

gotten it hung so the enemy can’t continue to operate.  And so what they do is they come in,

they confederate together to try to stop the Movement.

Now here’s the next thing I’m gonna say over the next 6 months this whirlwind of

Heaven that’s coming down is going to stir up lots of demon forces.  Now hear what I’m

saying to you; and therefore you’ve got to make sure you’re doors are in place in your life that



is a personal word to every one of us in here.  You’ve got to be sure your doors are in place

then based upon your sphere of authority as Mark was saying you’ve got to be sure your

doors are in place in that sphere of authority.  You’ve got to help make sure with the sphere

you’re with that your doors are in place because there is this swirling action and if the

whirlwind of Heaven is coming down you can go get Future War of the Church out there or I

think in Worship Warrior also I talked about it, everything in that 2nd Heaven is gonna be

pushed down for us to see it.

Now let me go ahead and tell you something about warfare, if you can see the devil

the devil is yours.  Don’t you back up.  If you say warfare’s swirling all around if you can see

the devil that devil belongs to you that means you got right to run him out one way or the

other until he has moved on. Now that’s how simple that is because that’s what Revelation 12

is about, if the enemy can be seen that means he’s already been knocked down for you to see

him.

Now I’m here to tell you there’s gonna be a lot of things knocked down in the year

ahead.  And that becomes a very, very important principle.  So the next 6 months becomes

intense.  I would say through the end of April.

8-19, A Time to Plow

Chuck: Chuck: You see when we worship in Leavenworth, we are worshiping as a major army

that God is mobilizing there. Lord we thank You that you are moving, something is breaking all

over Kansas, Iowa, Arkansas, Missouri, into South and North Dakota, into Minnesota. We thank

You that Nevada is beginning to shake. We thank You that Nebraska is beginning to shake.

Father we thank You that the structure is becoming new, in a new way. Tulsa, Oklahoma is

shifting completely.



On last thing. The true church loves the land, and the people of the land. Father we say the land

called Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Colorado, and Arkansas will rejoice. When

you hear the movement of worship going through this state, get on board and worship until the

canopy of Glory covers the State. Every church will begin to increase.

3-15-20

Keevy Phillips: The LORD says to the Williams family in Oklahoma; there is New Wine coming out

of that State because I have placed you there; says the LORD.

9-11-21

Sending the Roberts family back to OK - I’m trying to demonstrate so you understand.  The

blessings we just released - Daniel and Amber’s land is in OK now - we are going to release the

blessing of my family over OK.  And then we are going to send you back, extending our authority

to you so that you walk in these blessings.  Amber prays: Father TY that your hand is pushing

them back in to OK with greater authority, stronger anointing, healing anointing. TY for the

word and authority that will come out of their mouth.  Daniel: We decree a divine crossing has

been established, for everything they are to build and step into.  We pray that blessing rest over

the State and them as they go back in.  Chuck: when you go back you are not going with the

thoughts of how you came out. You are going back with a new anointing to create an enlarged

portion that has never invaded that State.  It will go from that State into the heartland and

break forth in a way God has been waiting to break it forth. We say right now that is being

activated over Oklahoma!

10-29-21

Chuck: . And the Lord says there’s been many contested in the tribes in this particular state, but

I will regather them and I will them, and these are the words, I will regather them and

reposition them for triumph. I will also send the angel that belongs with each tribe to come with

them. That angelic host will work mightily to see that that tribal people is aligned properly and

is shooting directly like an arrow. I am going to reform the strokes of the tribes in Oklahoma.

And it will be known that the tribes in Oklahoma now will be able, where they have been

contested in the past, they will now triumph in their next contest, sayeth the Lord. I say many

contests are ahead. But I would say to Lawton, you will be known as a gathering place of war

councils. I say there will be war councils of My apostles, war councils of My prophets, war

councils of the chiefs of this state. There will be governmental war councils that will come to

stand and say Lawton has been chosen for a divine meeting. I say because war is on the horizon

and Lawton now becomes a place My eye is now looking at. I saw in 18 months, let a new order

come into the city. Let a new order evolve in the city. Let me winnow out that which is causing

confusion, and let a new order come into place. And if you will do that, the war councils that

gather in this city will save a nation, sayeth the Lord.




